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Abstract: Authoring in adaptive educational hypermedia environment is complex activity. In order to promote a wider application of this technology, the teachers and course designers need specific methods and tools for supporting their work. In that sense, data mining is a promising technology. In fact, data mining techniques have already been used in E-learning systems, but most of the times their application is oriented to provide better support to students; little work has been done for assisting adaptive hypermedia authors through data mining. In this paper we present a proposal for using data mining for improving an adaptive hypermedia system. A tool implementing the proposed approach is also presented, along with examples of how data mining technology can assist teachers.
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1 Introduction

Adaptive Educational Hypermedia (AEH) Systems [Brusilovsky, 03] automatically guide and recommend teaching activities to every student according to their needs, with the objective of improving and easing his/her learning process. AEH systems have been successfully used in different contexts such as in the classroom and the home. In addition, many on-line educational systems have been developed (e.g., AHA! [De Bra, 03], Interbook [Brusilovsky, 98], TANGOW [Carro, 99] and WHURLE [Moore, 01]). These systems adapt their educational contents to different dimensions of the learner profile, such as: current knowledge level, goals educational context (e.g., if they are at the school, university, or learning from home), or learning styles [Cassidy, 03] [Paredes, 04], among others.

As it was described by Brusilovsky [Brusilovsky, 03], the secret of adaptivity in adaptive hypermedia systems is the “knowledge behind the pages”. AEH systems model the domain knowledge in a manner most conductive to the students. In order to let the adaptive system know what to present at a given moment to a particular student, the author of the AEH system needs to structure the knowledge space and to define the mapping between this space and the educational material. Moreover, this mapping should be different depending upon student profiles in order to facilitate
learning to each of them according to their specific needs. This individualizing aspect of making student profiles further complicates the AEH design.

As a result, a lot of effort is required to design AEH systems and even more effort is needed to test these systems. The main problem is that teachers should analyze how adaptation is working for different student profiles. In most AEH systems, the teacher defines rather small knowledge modules and rules to relate these modules, and the system structures the material to be presented to every student on the fly, depending on the student profile. Due to this dynamic organization of educational resources, the teacher cannot look at the “big picture” of the course structure, because it can potentially be different for each student. Furthermore, the evaluation of the course is made more difficult due to the lack of feedback that teachers usually have in traditional classrooms. Even if results of tests taken by distance learners are available, they can provide hints about what the student knows or not, however they provide little information on the material presented to this particular student or about his/her interaction with the system.

In order to reach a wider adoption of AEH systems, the teacher’s work should be made easier, through methods and tools specially designed to support development and evaluation of adaptive material. In this context, we propose the use of data mining techniques to assist on the authoring process.

AEH systems, as any web based system in general, are able to collect a great amount of user data on log files, that is, records with the actions done by the user while interacting with the, i.e. adaptive course. Web usage mining tries to discover usage patterns in these log files through data mining techniques. The goal is to understand and better serve the user and the application itself [Srivastava, 00a].

These techniques are being used by many organizations that provide information through web based environments, such as e-Commerce and E-learning devoted organizations [Zaïane, 01]. On the e-Commerce context, data mining is being used as an intelligent tool developed with the goal of understanding online buyers and their behavior. Organizations using these techniques have experienced increases on sales and benefits. To reach this goal, data mining applications use the information that comes from the users to offer them what they really need [Srivastava, 00b]. Ultimately, the goal of data mining in e-Commerce is to enhance the customer experience while retaining and enhancing site/brand loyalty.

In the E-learning context, the objective is two-fold. On the one hand, data mining is used to analyze student behavior and provide personalized views of the learning material, which otherwise is the same for all the students [Romero, 05]. On the other hand, data mining seeks to fulfill the needs of the instructors, that is, to provide a proper vision of the education resources. The ultimate objective is to find out if students are learning in the best possible way, which is, of course, a goal very difficult to quantify and qualify.

From the teacher’s point of view, web mining has the objective of mining the data about distance education in a collective way, just as a teacher would do in a classroom when he/she adapts the course for a student or a group of them [Zaïane, 02]. The data mining takes care of finding new patterns from a large number of data.

In this work we demonstrate how data mining techniques can be used to discover and present relevant pedagogic knowledge to the teachers. Based on these techniques, a tool for teachers was developed to support the evaluation of adaptive courses. In
order to demonstrate the practical use of the tool and methods, synthetic user data was analyzed. These data are generated by Simulog [Bravo, 06], a tool able to simulate student behavior by generating log files according to specified profiles. It can also define certain problems (of the adaptive material) that logs would reflect. In that way, it is possible to test the evaluation tool, showing how the tool will support teachers when dealing with student data.

The next section briefly describes the state of the art and related work. Section 3 shows the architecture of the system, as well as already existing tools, upon which the approach was implemented. Section 4 explains how to use data mining for supporting AEH authors and section 5 describes a tool built based on those techniques. Finally, section 6 outlines the conclusions.

2 State of the Art

The internet has quickly transformed the way the people communicate with each other, do business, think, etc. Furthermore, it becomes one of the most fundamentally integrated platforms for information distribution. It produced an increase of attempts to customize the information delivery. As a result, AEH systems provide more user friendly learning applications, such as independent platforms and free locations. However, an outstanding challenge is to collect and classify specific data of users (knowledge levels, types of cultures and motivations) in order to adapt the information delivery.

In the last few years a number of works have focused on using data mining techniques in E-learning systems. The most widespread techniques are classification algorithms and association rules. Classification algorithms search common properties between registry sets in different classes according to a classification model [Chen, 96]. These techniques are most suited for predicting or describing data sets with binary or nominal categories, but they are less useful for ordinal categories because they do not consider the implicit order between categories. Regarding classification techniques, decision trees are used in this work. Association rules [Agrawal, 93] are relevant relationships found in data items. The use of rule mining in education is not new and has already been successfully employed in several AEH systems. One of the first works based on association rules in AEH domains was proposed by Zaíane [Zaíane, 06]. This work focuses its investigation on two basic points: the first point is to give automated support to students who take an online course proposing the use of advising systems; the second, is to support the instructor in identifying student behavior patterns, based on the information that students leave when taking online courses. Zaíane proposes suggesting activities that could be beneficial to ensure the E-learning through shortcuts or jumps in order to help students improve browsing. In this browsing of the course material using the best path as this way to facilitate the fulfillment of their objectives. This scientific research looks for patterns of course use in the AEH environment in order to validate them or to improve them. Hence, it uses the evaluations obtained in the practical activities taken by each student with the objective of determining the student's relation with the student's profile. For this reason two techniques are used: decision trees and association rules, and like in the
case of Zaïane, the objective is to support the instructor so that by means of the obtained knowledge, course content and structure can be improved.

García and Romero [García, 07], run a comprehensive study on the advantages and disadvantages of using association rules for AEH courses. This work details a series of steps to follow and obtain association rules. Collecting data, data pre-processing, applying the mining algorithms and data post-processing are the four steps that also are used in this study to obtain the association rules described in section 5.3.

Merceron and Yacef published another study where association rules are extracted from data of Logic-ITA [Merceron, 05]. Logic-ITA is a Web-based tutoring tool used to offer courses, specifically to help students in their formal logic exercises. This system can also report the progress of students to their teacher. Similar to our study, Merceron and Yacef focused their work on detecting patterns of mistakes made by the students by using association rules. They found a relation between a given number of mistakes of students applying relevance methods such as Chi square, cosine and contrasting rules [Merceron, 07]. In this study, the association rules are used to relate the categories of the student profile to the success or failure in practical exercises; nevertheless, Merceron uses the association rules to find errors as students solve exercises, displaying results in real time.

In a different research study, Superby used data mining and statistical techniques to determine factors that influenced success in first year college students [Superby, 06]. The goal of this study was to classify students in three different groups: low, medium and high risk of failure in university level study. This study tries to explain the different academic performances of students by predicting the probability of success of any given student.

Similar to our study, Superby uses ID3 algorithm [Quinlan, 93], obtaining as in our case, a tree that has the advantage of being relatively simple to interpret.

Becker and Marquardt’s study [Becker 04] showcases the use of sequence analysis, where student logs are analyzed in order to find patterns that reveal the different paths taken by the students. They used this information to improve the student experience. This case focuses mainly on two problems that exist in E-learning environments. First, the behavior of the student in terms of the navigation structure expected to be followed; and second, the use of resources available to carry out learning activities. The first of these problems was the bases for this research, since our objective is to apply data mining techniques to log files. Log files are patterns that describe student behavior in the practical activities of a course. The association between the success and failure is related to the student’s profile. Our work presented in this paper differs from the authors mentioned above through our attention on student profiles. While Becker looks for navigation patterns without considering student profiles, our work is centered on finding behavioral patterns in the outcomes (success or failure) of student practical activities in AEH courses.

3 Antecedents and Existing Tools

Our goal is to analyze interaction data looking for opportunities of improvement on the adaptive course design. That is, we propose to use data mining techniques for
finding patterns in the data and interpreting them, in order to present the AEH designer recommendations on how the course structure and contents can be enhanced.

Even if the approach is independent of any particular AEH system, we have designed a concrete architecture for applying the ideas within the context of an existing AEH system. In this way, figure 1 shows the context of use for the data mining techniques and the evaluation tool proposed on this work. Basically, the teacher or course designer uses some of the authoring tools available for creating an adaptive course. Afterwards, students take the course, which is delivered by TANGOW (Task-based Adaptive learNer Guidance On the Web) [Carro, 99] AEH system, which adapts both the course structure and the contents presented according to each student features. Finally the teacher, using the Author Assistant, can analyze the student performance and eventually, he/she will be able to improve the course with the information obtained. Besides, the evaluation tool itself can be tested by using synthetic logs generated by Simulog [Bravo, 06]. The main components of this architecture are explained in the following subsections (Simulog is explained in section 6).

3.1 TANGOW

AEH systems adapt contents and materials presented throughout the course and customize the navigation according to each student profile (or student model). The student profile stores the attributes relevant for adaptation, which can be different for different AEH systems or even for different adaptive courses on the same AEH system. For example, a student profile in an adaptive course developed in TANGOW can be specified by \{experience = “advanced”; language = “English”; age = “young”\}. These three values indicate that the student takes an English course
version, he/she has advanced value in previous knowledge attribute, and his/her age is under 18 years old.

Commonly, an adaptive system includes some type of coding about how contents and navigation must be adapted for different student profiles. In general, this information is coded through adaptation rules. According to these rules, each student may continue different activities’ paths in an adaptive course, where a path is the sequence of activities visited by the student. A TANGOW-based course is formed by teaching activities and rules. A teaching activity is the basic unit of the learning process. The main attributes of a teaching activity are type, which can be theoretical (T), practical (P) or example (E); and composition type, which can be either atomic (A) or composite (C), this is to say, an activity is composed by other (sub)activities.

The way in which activities are related to each other is specified by means of rules. A rule describes how a composite activity is built up of sub-activities, sets the sequencing between them, and can include preconditions for its activation, related either to user features or to requirements regarding other activities. Triggering a rule determines the next activity or sub activities that will be available to a given student, based on his/her profile [Carro, 99a]. A student profile is composed of pairs attribute name – value, usually called dimensions. The dimensions relevant for a given course are defined by the teacher and can be used on the conditions needed for triggering a rule.

The examples of adaptive courses and activities shown through this paper correspond to an adaptive course on traffic rules, well documented in previous works [Carro, 99a].

3.2 Weka

Weka [Witten, 05] is a free software project composed by a collection of machine learning algorithms for solving real-world data mining problems. It contains tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. The tools can be accessed through a graphical user interface and through a JAVA API; this last method is used in this work.

4 Mining TANGOW logs

Data collection is vital for the data mining process. Without adequate data it is very unlikely to extract any useful information to understand the student behavior and to extract conclusions about the course. In the next subsections the data produced by TANGOW/Simulog are described, as well as the data preparation process applied. The two data mining techniques used on the tool, Classification and Association Rules, are also presented.

4.1 Data Preparation

In the data mining context, this phase is named pre-processing. It consists of selecting and transforming the data from different sources, making it ready to be analyzed. Cooley [Cooley, 99] proposes a step by step data preparation technique for web mining. These steps can be applied to adaptive hypermedia environments and also to
E-learning. However, the decision about whether to use each phase or not depends on the starting point and the final goal.

Little pre-processing was needed on this work because the data was specifically generated for the data mining analysis. That is to say, the logs generated by TANGOW were tuned to fit the requirements of the data mining tool, and only two of the data-preparation phases were used.

- Data cleaning: this task is responsible for removing from the log files the registers that are not necessary for the mining phase. Cleaning these files is important for the precision of the results. In TANGOW/Simulog, interaction data of each student is generated in a different file. The cleaning module will also be required to parse the data and gather all of them into one big file.
- Data filtering: the goal is to extract a relevant data subgroup, depending on the specific data mining task to be done. In this initial phase, it was also decided to begin considering only practical activities, since TANGOW is only able to assess the progress of the students in the practical activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Activity id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>It represents the level of completeness of the activity. If the activity is composed, it takes into consideration the completeness of all sub-activities. It is a numeric parameter that ranges from 0 to 1. Value 0 indicates the activity was not completed and value 1 indicates the activity was fully completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>The grade given to each activity. In practical (P) activities it is usually calculated from a formula provided by the teacher. In composed activities it is the arithmetic mean of sub-activity grades. Value 1 indicates the activity was finished with success and value 0 indicates the activity was finished with failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumVisit</td>
<td>Number of times the student has visited the activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>The action executed by the student; these are defined by the TANGOW system: &quot;START-SESSION&quot;: beginning of the learning session. &quot;FIRSTVISIT&quot;: first time an activity is visited. &quot;REVISIT&quot;: any visit to the activity following the first one. &quot;LEAVE-COMPOSITE&quot;: the student leaves the (composed) activity. &quot;LEAVE-ATOMIC&quot;: the student leaves the (atomic) activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActivityType</td>
<td>The type of activity: theoretical (T), exercises (P) and examples (E).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of parameters of interaction data.
4.2 Data Description

TANGOW generates one log file for every student and course where he/she is enrolled. The first section of a log file contains a description of the student profile, that is, a list of attributes names and values used on the adaptation rules. The second section is composed by a list of entries, each one containing the data described on [Table 1].

An example of the interactions of the student s1 with the system is shown in [Table 2]. This table shows the student starts the course named EduVial (main composed activity of the course). After two minutes he/she leaves (action LEAVE-COMPOSITE) this activity and he/she starts (action FIRSTVISIT) the activity Req_conductor that is a theoretical activity (activityType=T). Parameters complete and grade have values 0.0 because it is the first time the student visits the activity named Req_conductor.

Table 2: Interactions of a given student.

Afterwards, he/she visited the activity named S_Ag (signs of traffic policeman theory) and started the first practical activity called S_Ag_Exer (exercises of signs of
traffic policeman). The student needed for finishing this activity 22 minutes, and he/she completed it with success (complete=1 and grade=1).

4.3 Data Mining

Data mining consists of analyzing certain information and applying appropriate algorithms in order to extract patterns from the original data. The challenge of data mining is precisely to work with huge amounts of data from information systems. Moreover, these data could contain their particular problems: noise, incomplete data, volatility, etc.

Data mining is a multidisciplinary field that involves techniques such as automatic learning, pattern recognition, statistics, and databases. It is considered as a natural evolution initiated with the creation of the first databases. What data mining intends to do is to automate the process by localizing and extracting hidden patterns. In its purest form, Data Mining does not look for a specific type of information, but simply searches patterns that exist in the data.

Data mining tasks are divided in two big categories. The first one consists of predictive tasks, whose objective is to predict the value of a particular attribute, based on values of other attributes. The attribute to be predicted is commonly known as dependent variable, while the attributes used to make predictions are known as explicative or independent variables. The second category of tasks includes descriptive activities whose objective is to produce patterns (correlations, cluster tendencies, trajectories and symptoms) that synthesize the underlying relationships in the data.

One of the most used predictive techniques involves decision trees. They are diagrams constructed from a set of observations from some domain, and they have attributes describing each element. Each diagram represents and classifies a series of conditions concerning the values of the attributes. The objective is to obtain a conclusion, called objective function, about the observations.

In its most basic form, a decision tree is composed by nodes, leaves and edges. A node is associated to attributes that are evaluated to determine the path to be followed through two or more possible alternatives (represented by edges). The first node evaluated is known as root node. However, a node that does not branch itself is known as leaf, and is a result that the tree (objective function) gives back. Finally, a path that starts at the root node and finishes in a leaf, is named branch, and represents those instances that fulfill the conditions of the nodes evaluated in the path. In other words the decision trees classify instances. Therefore, they can also be used as a generalization of those instances that have not been included in the training examples. This is to say, a decision tree is a predictive model.

According to [Mitchell, 97], decision trees represent a “disjunction of conjunctions of restrictions” of the values of the attributes of the instances. Consequently, each path corresponds to the conjunction of values to which the attribute has been subordinated. Therefore the tree itself is the disjunction of these conjunctions.

One of the basic algorithms used to construct a decision tree is called ID3 (Inductive Decision Tree) [Quinlan, 93]. It uses an up-bottom search through the whole space of possible decision trees. The ID3 algorithm constructs the decision tree until it perfectly classifies the training examples, or until every attribute has been used. The entry data for the ID3 algorithm are known as the sets of “training” or
“learning” instances that the algorithm will use to generate the decision tree. The ID3 algorithm constructs the decision tree evaluating each instance to determine if it classifies correctly the training examples. As a result, this attribute decides the attribute to be analyzed. The best attribute is chosen to be the root node. Then, an edge is extracted from each possible value of the attribute. The training examples are classified according to the existing alternatives. New nodes are created for each one, repeating the same procedure; i.e., always choosing the best attribute.

Association rules are found within the descriptive tasks. These pursue the objective of obtaining a pattern, in the form of rules. This pattern is capable of describing the relationships among the different attributes of a data base. Besides, these patterns represent patterns of behavior based on the joint appearance of values of two or more attributes. The association rules are one of the simplest and useful ways of producing knowledge [Agrawal, 93]. Initially they were used to discover relationships among items in the “market basket” transaction analysis. They discovered rules such as: “X% of clients that buy item A also buy item B” and also “a person that buys a set of X items tends to buy a set of Y items”. Different from other classification methods, in the second part of the statement, there can be more than one value corresponding to some attribute.

In the context of mining web uses, the association rules can be used to discover frequently followed paths by a group of visitors to some website. Later this information can be used to restructure the mentioned website.

Applications of association rules to adaptive hypermedia environments allow us to discover associations among different elements according to the situation. For example, associations or relationships can exist among learned concepts, learning sessions, student done activities, student actions, time spent by students in completing the activities regarding their performance, etc. Generally two measures are used to know the quality of the rule: support and confidence. The support of a rule is defined as the number of instances that fulfill the antecedent correctly. On the other hand confidence measures the percentage of times the rule predicts correctly with respect to the number of times it is applied. For example, a high level of confidence represents a precise rule, while a low support represents low frequency case that probably does not reveal representative information of the transactions.

Association rules are obtained applying the “A-priori” algorithm, which is the algorithm for association rule learning. The goal of this algorithm is to obtain a set of rules from the supplied data and to select those rules with the most information content. The algorithm searches sets of items that are over a minimum coverage level defined by the analyst. The procedure is started with this premise building sets made by a single item. Later on, this set is used to build the two item set, and so on. The algorithm finishes when it reaches a size in which the set of selected items is empty [Agrawal, 93].

5 The Author Assistant Tool (A2)

Based on the Weka collection of data mining algorithms, a tool able to assist the evaluation of adaptive courses was built. The tool, named Author Assistant (A2), will be presented through a use case where two different algorithms will be applied. A2 is
used to analyze the logs generated from the student interactions with the system, and it can provide initial hints about potential problems on the course, an even suggest actions oriented to solve the problems. In this sense, Author Assistant is particularly valuable when the adaptive course is offered periodically or continuously to the students. The data analyzed in the examples are synthetic logs generated by Simulog. In that way, it is simpler to know what kind of problem $A^2$ should find and provide easier-to-understand data. However, the final goal is to use $A^2$ with real student logs.

5.1 Use Case

This case has been denominated “warning notification” since it will help to show how data mining on $A^2$ can trigger alerts of potential problems, so that teachers can improve their courses. It is important to note that this case study is longitudinal. In other words, it analyses the different visits of a student for each activity at different times. Each student is represented repeated times in the log file for each activity. However, results and their respective interpretations must be observed carefully. None of the conclusions should be interpreted with respect to any particular student because it is not the student who is analyzed in each case, but it is analyzed the tendency of the group while it performs a practical activity, including the number of times the student visits it after a withdrawal or a failure.

**Description:** The data simulate the interaction of a group of 100 students taking the traffic course in the TANGOW system. Once the synthetic data is generated, the processing of the data will be done using the Weka data mining tool.

**Objective:** The fundamental objective of this experiment is to find, by means of data mining processes, additional knowledge that can throw an alert signal to the teacher to help his/her to:
- Modify a critical part of the course when he/she realizes that most of the students of a specific profile fail on a certain exercise.
- Identify groups of students with problems of performance on the course.

**Synthetic Data Generation:** Data generation was done according to the dimensions shown in [Table 3]. In other words, students with different previous experience will be generated (novice and advanced), with four different languages (English, Spanish, German and Italian) and with two different ages (young and old). It is important to note that the attribute language indicates the language of the contents of the adaptive course. The generated interaction data contain the following anomaly or symptom of bad adaptation:

- **Profile** : Experience = novice, Language = any, Age = any
- **Activity** : $S_{Ag-Exer}$
- **Type of anomaly** : Abandon
- **Proportion** : 70%

This anomaly represents that 70% of the students with “experience = novice” abandon the activity “exercises of signs of traffic policeman”. In other words, a novice student abandons the $S_{Ag-Exer}$ with 70% probability. In this case the
abandoning property indicates that a student leaves the exercise before completing it. In this case 12,800 registers were generated. However, the amount of data is reduced to 800 registers after the cleaning phase. This phase consists of removing the registers from the log file that are not necessary for the mining phase. Therefore, all registers with a type different from LEAVE-ATOMIC were eliminated. Afterwards, all registers with an activity type different from practice activities (P) were eliminated from the remaining registers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student experience</td>
<td>Novice, Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student languages</td>
<td>English, Spanish, German, Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student age</td>
<td>Young, Old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Student profiles (dimensions considered for the course)

A typical entry in a TANGOW log file is described in [Section 4.2 Data Description]. This entry is translated to a format understandable by Weka tools: `<user-id, age, profile, activity, complete, grade, numVisit, action, activityType, success>`. The profile field is actually an aggregated field: entries will contain one value for each attribute in the profile of the related course. In that way, concrete examples of log entries corresponding to the traffic course of student s1 are:

```
<s1, young, English, novice, S_Ag_Exer, 0.0, 0.0, 1, FIRSTVISIT, P, no>
<s1, young, English, novice, S_Ag_Exer, 0.0, 0.0, 1, LEAVE-ATOMIC, P, no>
```

These two entries show that student s1 with profile young, English and novice visited the S_Ag_Exer activity. It has 0.0 for complete, 0.0 for grade and this is the first visit to this activity. “P” means that this is a practical activity. The second entry shows that the student left the activity “exercises of signs of traffic policeman” without completing it (complete = 0.0) and having an insufficient score to pass the exercise; for this reason, success is set to no.

**Processing**: The data is processed with classification algorithms and association rules that produce the results described in the next two subsections.

5.2 Classification Algorithms

When the classification algorithm is applied it generates the tree shown in [Fig. 2].
From the interpretation of the decision tree generated by the classification algorithm, it can be concluded that:

- Students that had more problems in practical activity $S_{Ag_{Exer}}$ were novice. In the tree, they are represented by all the data registers that correspond to novice students that performed practical activity $S_{Ag_{Exer}}$ at least once. Of these registers, 85%* failed. It is worth noting that this percentage corresponds to the number of times that "exercises of signs of traffic policeman" was wrongly performed (failed once or more times) by novice students. Therefore it could be considered an alert for the instructor.

- There could be a problem with exercise $S_{Circ_{Exer}}$ (exercises of circular signs). However, this situation is not indicated in the tree clearly. In this case, there is 205 times in which students attempted to do the practical activity $S_{Circ_{Exer}}$, with 110 failures, representing 54%. This case should not be

* The leaf of the decision tree is: no (251/38). This leaf indicates there were 251 instances in which the activity was $S_{Ag_{Exer}}$ and experience was novice. The number of instances which had the value “no” in success was 251-38 = 213. Therefore the percentage of failures was 213/251 = 84.86%.
considered a warning because the percentages of success and failure are similar, which makes it impossible to discriminate if there is an abnormal situation.

- The tree shows that students who followed the English version of traffic course had some problems with activity $S_{Vert\_S\_Exer}$ (exercises of vertical signs). This is evident, since these students attempted to do 144 times the practical activity $S_{Vert\_S\_Exer}$ failing 77 times. Due to this number of failures represents 54% it should not be considered a warning either.

**Tool Recommendations**

The tool can give the following recommendations:

- Check the generated content for the practical activity $S_{Ag\_Exer}$ for the novice students.
- Check the path taken by a novice student, since the problem (issue) can be located in the previous knowledge of the student.

It is important to consider that the numbers shown on the classification tree (representing the average error of the model) correspond to the results with the synthetic data provided by Simulog. When analyzing data generated by real students, the situation will certainly hold more ambiguity. For example, even if the classification tree predicts that student with novice profile will fail activity $S_{Ag\_Exer}$, it could be the case that number of students of this profile succeeded in that activity. In data mining terms, the rule would probably not have 100% confidence. The tool will also show this information to the teacher to provide a better understanding of the situation.

It must also be noticed that the number of cases related with the supposed problem are large enough to generate a warning. However, numbers in other cases are not so significant. The only conclusion supported by the evidence is that students with novice profile show a clear tendency to have problems on the activity, but nothing can really be said about, for example, the advance, English profile. In this direction, more research is currently being carried out with the intention to find empirical thresholds below which no meaningful conclusion can be extracted.

### 5.3 Association Rules

When association rules are built from the data, the user has to deal with a large list of rules from which the most important ones for the specific application domain must be selected. A2 implements a filtering mechanism so that only rules which are relevant for evaluating and improving the course are presented to the teacher. The figure 3 shows an example of the type of feedback provided to the teacher.

The selected rule in the [Fig. 3] was the following:

\[
\text{experience=novice activity=S\_Ag\_Exer} 251 \rightarrow \text{success=no 213}
\]

It is read as follows: novice students who took any language version of the adaptive course and belong to any age visited the activity $S_{Ag\_Exer}$ with failures. Since the
right part of the rule is “success = no”. These eleven rules shown in [Fig. 3] were selected automatically from a total of 116 rules.

![A-Square tool recommendations](image)

**Figure 3:** $A^2$ recommendations extracted from association rules.

**Tool Recommendations**

The tool can give the following recommendations:

- The instructor must take care about *novice* students of different ages who took any language version of the adaptive course. Since, these students failed the practical activity $S_{Ag_Exer}$ more than twice, because they are bounded to never pass the activity. It is suggested to check the $S_{Ag}$ activity, which is the theoretical activity related to $S_{Ag_Exer}$. Another solution may be to provide extra material to these students.
6 Tool Validation

In validating the Author Assistant tool one must assess the results gathered from this tool. In other words, the goal of this step is to know if the evaluation tool detected all the symptoms of potential problems inside the interaction data of the students. In this sense, an assisted analysis of the effectiveness of A² is possible through Simulog (SIMulation of User LOGs) [Bravo, 06]. Therefore the role of Simulog is to test how the evaluation tool itself works.

6.1 Simulog

Simulog can generate log files imitating the files recorded when a student interacts with the TANGOW system. It reads the course description and, based on a randomly generated student profile, reproduces the steps that a student with this profile would take in the course.

Student profiles are generated using a random function that follows a normal distribution, based on user defined parameters. For example, if the Simulog user defines that 70% of the generated logs would correspond to students with language=“English” and the remaining 30% with language=“Spanish”, and that 200 students will be simulated, Simulog would generate 200 log files (one for each student); the expected value for the total number of students with language=“English” is 140.

Simulog mimics the decisions taken by the adaptive system. For example, if the course description contains a rule stating that for “young” students activity A1 is composed by sub activities S1 and S2, which will have to be tackled in this order (S1 before S2), after recording a visit to activity A1 it will record visits to activities S1 and S2, respectively. The user can specify the distribution of every attribute (dimension) defined at the course description, as was described in the above section, and distributions will be combined to generate each student profile. For example, profiles where 90% of the instances have language=“English”, 90% have experience=“novice” and 90% have age=“young” can be generated. Therefore, with these values 73% of students with language=“English”, experience=“novice” and age=“young” will be generated on the average.

When two or more activities are available at the same time, the decision about the next visited activity is randomly taken. Values for the time spent by a student in a given activity and how often the student revisits old activities are randomly generated following a Gaussian distribution. These data can also be modified by the user through Simulog parameters.

An important feature of Simulog is its ability to generate log files which reflect suspected problems of an adaptive course. For example, if a given course would contain an activity which is particularly difficult for “novice” students, this fact can be reflected on the logs by a significant number of students abandoning the course at that point. An evaluation tool should be capable of finding out this fact through log analysis. In this way, Simulog can be used to generate logs with “controlled” errors, against which an evaluation tool can be tested.

These controlled errors in the logs are called “anomalies” or “symptoms of potential problems”, because they potentially reflect unwanted situations on the
adaptive course like, for example, most of the student with experience=“novice” failing in a given practical task. The Simulog user can specify the anomalies to be represented in the logs. An anomaly is defined by:

- The profile of the simulated students: it describes the scope of the anomaly and is determined by student dimensions. For example, a profile can be: students with language=“Spanish”, experience=“advanced” and age=“young”.
- The corresponding activity: the activity name, for example “S_Ag_Exer”.
- The type of anomaly: Are the students failing? Are the students taking to much time? Are the students prematurely abandoning the activity?
- The portion of students with the same profile that will be affected by the anomaly: for example, 60% of the students with the specific profile will fail the test.

In TANGOW an individual log file is generated for each student, and it is composed by three sections: student profile, activities-log and entries-log. Profile contains the dimensions of the student; the activity-log section contains the activities that the student tackled; and the last section contains the student actions while interacting with the course.

Current Simulog implementation is prepared for replicating TANGOW logs. Nevertheless, it is designed with as little dependency on the adaptive system as possible. Therefore, it could be modified to simulate a different AEH system with little effort.

![Figure 4: Interface of Simulog with Anomaly dialog window activated.](image-url)
6.2 Using Simulog in validation process

In order to test the Author Assistant capability for detecting problems in the adaptation a validation procedure was carried out.

The first step in the validation procedure was to simulate 100 students by using Simulog. In [Fig. 5] it is shown that firstly the instructor sets the parameters used for the simulation: symptoms of bad adaptation and profiles of students associated with those symptoms. The parameters of the simulation are shown in [Fig. 4]. One symptom of bad adaptation was set *a priori*. Therefore, Simulog generated the interaction data containing the following symptom: 70% of the students with “experience = novice” abandon the activity $S_{Ag\_Exer}$ (for more details see section 5.1).

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 5: Architecture for validating Author Assistant with Simulog.*

The second step was to use Author Assistant with the interaction data generated by Simulog. [Fig. 2 and Fig. 3] show the results of Author Assistant. The [Fig. 2] shows that the decision tree presented 8 leaves with value *no* (failure in the activity) and 9 leaves with value *yes* (success in the activity). However, three of these leaves are only potential symptoms. $A^2$ only detected one problem, because the percentage of failures (85%) is greater than percentage of successes (15%) in this activity. In addition, Author Assistant does not consider that 54% of failures was significant, because the percentages of failures and successes are similar. For this reason, the other two potential symptoms are not relevant for the evaluation tool (see more details in section 5.2). The same reasoning can be made in [Fig. 3], since $A^2$ only detected that one association rule was relevant (see more details in section 5.3). Both algorithms got the same symptom: students that had more problems in the practical activity “exercises of signs of traffic policeman” were novice.
The final step was to check if Author Assistant was able to detect the symptom of bad adaptation which was set a priori. The initial impression was that A² detected the symptom which was generated by Simulog, since profile and activity match on both of them. However, Author Assistant does not provide information about the type of anomaly. Therefore it was unknown if the students abandon this activity or failed it many times.

In conclusion, this use case analysis shows how Author Assistant can obtain relevant results, since it was able to detect the same symptoms of bad adaptation set a priori.

7 Analysis, Conclusions and Future work

A proposal for using data mining techniques to support AEH authoring is presented in this paper. In addition, a tool was built to implement this approach. The paper describes the different phases on applying data mining for supporting authors, from the data acquisition and preparation processes to the analysis of the information collected by data mining. More specifically, the use of two techniques is proposed: classification trees and association rules. By using these techniques it is possible to build a model representing the student behavior on a particular course, according to the student profile. This model can be used by teachers to obtain a clear idea of the behavior and performance of student groups within a particular course. While at the same time, this model can also be used as a tool to make overall decisions for a course and/or a whole student group.

The primary goal of the current implementation is to support a posteriori analysis of student interactions. Its main benefit is to provide useful information for improving the course to future students. Therefore, two scenarios are possible: courses are periodically offered to different students (for example, once every academic year) or courses permanently available through the Internet.

Our approach is able to provide information of adaptive and non-adaptive E-learning systems, since both systems store information of the student interactions. However, it is especially suitable for providing assistance to AEH authors. When analyzing the logs resulting from a number of students using an AEH system, the author does not only need to find “weak points” of the course, but also needs to consider how these potential problems are related with the student profiles. For example, finding out that 20% of the students failed a given exercise is not the same as learning that more that 80% of the students with profile {“English”, “novice”} profile failed the same exercise. In this sense, data mining techniques are able to find patterns in data, separating the wheat from the chaff; in our case, the pattern describes the features of students who failed an exercise.

The approach feasibility is shown by its application within a tool named Author Assistant. This tool is based on data mining algorithms and is able to provide authors advices on how a given adaptive course can be improved. The examples presented are based on the two existing tools: TANGOW and Simulog. Simulog is used in the validation phase for checking whether the supposed errors found by Author Assistant are really reflected on the logs. Moreover, it can also be checked whether the logs reflect additional errors that were not discovered by A².
More improvements are needed for Simulog. Though it was developed before the research conducted in this paper, the tool is still in need for adjustment. For example, Simulog capabilities for generating errors (anomalies or symptoms of potential problems) should be improved. In the same way, although Simulog design does not depend on the E-learning system, current implementation does. We are working on providing Simulog independence of specific AEH systems.

Regarding the performance of this data mining approach, we have shown how a problem found by A2 matches the anomaly established a priori in Simulog. This is just a first step on the process of providing advanced support to AEH authoring. However, further work is needed, for example, to be able to extract information about potential problems when only a portion of the students of a given profile show symptoms. The recommendations of the system must also be improved: we expect that more specific recommendations can be provided when the results of two or more techniques are combined.

We are confident that results obtained with this controlled situation can also be mapped to the analysis of logs generated by real users. Currently we are collecting data from real users and further research will be carried out in this direction.

Nevertheless, synthetic logs offer the advantage of fine tuning: logs can be generated to fit exactly any behavior of the evaluation tool that needs to be tested. In that sense, we are currently carrying on experiments to investigate, by mean of heuristic methods, the threshold applicability of each one of the algorithms of data mining used.
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